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very gradually, and had few adherents during the period
before 1815, but its influence upon economic thought had
definitely begun. This gradual decline of Mercantilist
ideas laid the foundation for a new attitude towards Empire
—for an attitude not having trade as its sole motive.
Canada after While these changes in imperial ideas were being effected,
a steady development of the various parts of the Empire
was taking place. When Canada was ceded to England by
France in 1763, her population of 78,000 people1 consisted
chiefly of French Catholics: she was then very capably
governed in turn by Carleton and Murray. In 1774 the
passing of the Quebec Act gave satisfaction to the Canadians.
The Quebec xhis Act restored French Law in its entirety in civil cases,
whilst retaining English Law in criminal suits: there was to
be toleration for the Catholics, the Roman Catholic clergy
were secured in their estates, and the government of a
Governor and a nominated Council was established. There
was no elected Assembly, since this would have been a
Catholic body, which England was not yet prepared to allow.
The Act was interpreted by the Americans as an attempt to
arouse Canadian sympathy against them. This view seemed
to be confirmed by the fact that the land between the rivers
Ohio and Mississippi, south of the Lakes, was by this Act
recognised as being part of Canada; this appeared to the
American as a deliberate attempt to prevent his expansion
westwards. The United States therefore hoped Canada
would join in the revolt against England; but though Canada
had not as yet any great affection for England, she had still
less for the New England colonies, and she was at least
grateful to the English Government for the Quebec Act.
Canada declined to enter the war; the States therefore
determined to conquer her, but the attempt failed.
The Amen-     The success of the Americans against England eventually
can revo .    je^ ^ ^e abandoning of the attempt to include the Middle
West in Canada.   The attack on Canada left a deep-seated
She had therefore to introduce preferences to imperial timber, with
the result that imports rose from 2,660 to 120,000 loads during the
same period (Knowles, Econ. Devel. of Overseas Ewfi., vol. ii, p. 164).
1 W. L. Grant, HisL of Canada, p. 157.

